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Samuel stated to Zhang Linghua, “Take Tianxin to the health center initially, and then go 

home to relax for a few days before mosting likely to function.” 

” Return to function once more?” 

Zhang Linghua stated with an embarrassed look, “Samuel, I don’t intend to difficulty you 

any longer. Tang Long made things tough for us for the very first time, as well as he will 

absolutely do it for the 2nd time.” 

Samuel grinned and claimed, “Do not stress. Tang Long will leave this company quickly. If 

any individual risks to make things hard for you in the future, I will simply terminate him.” 

Zhang Linghua was surprised. “Fire him? Is he that qualified?” 

After a brief period of shock, the associates maintained shaking their heads with a smile. 

Where did this guy come from? Exactly how risk he say something like this? 

Everyone recognized that Flavor Long was welcomed back by Liam with a lot of cash. How 

could he remove a talent like Flavor Long as a result of Zhang Linghua? It was a joke. 

” Buddy, do not boast. Do you know why Flavor Long pertained to our business?” 

” He was hired by Mr. Jude with a lot of cash. He will fire Tang Long for Zhang Linghua’s 

sake? Are you joking with us?” 

” That do you assume you are? It’s as if you can poke your nose into our business’s affairs. 

Don’t you need to think of exactly how to talk big?” 

The few people who had actually been beaten by Samuel earlier considered him with 

contempt. 

” We’ll recognize later on whether he will be discharged or not,” Samuel claimed 

indifferently as well as strolled towards Liam’s office. 

In the office. 



Tang Long’s face teemed with smiles. He stated to Liam, “Thank you, Brother Jude. I did do 

it as well recklessly, but there is a fool in our firm regularly, which affects the image of the 

business.” 

” Thank me? Wherefore?” Liam asked gently. 

” You ask me to find to your office to claim to teach me a lesson, didn’t you? I know you 

don’t wish to embarrass me before various other associates. I know what you mean,” Tang 

Long said. 

Liam raised the edge of his mouth. He called Tang Long right into the workplace simply to 

allow Samuel deal with this issue better. 

” Flavor Long, do you understand exactly how dumb you have done today?” Liam said. 

Tang Long still resembled he didn’t know what benefited him. He smiled and stated, “Bro 

Jude, reprimand me. I’ll think about it carefully following time. It won’t trigger way too much 

of an effect.” 

” Next time?” Liam trembled his head. His brain needs to be full of spunk. 

” Why are you against Zhang Tianxin? Zhang Tianxin’s knowledge was indeed a little poor, 

he never ever got right into trouble at ordinary times. It was difficult for him to take the 

effort to prompt Tang Long. 

Talking of this, Tang Long sighed with emotion and said, “There is no contradiction between 

us. Inform us, if such a fool can’t make us happy in our business, what worth will he have? 

Zhang Linghua hasn’t made any type of success considering that she went into the 

company. 

Flavor Long assumed that he was doing this for the good of the firm, so he took debt of 

what he had done. 

Zhang Linghua’s approval ability was without a doubt not solid, as well as she had actually 

not made much payment to the business, but her age and also previous work had actually 

substantially restricted her capability. 

Although there was no result, it did not imply that Zhang Linghua did not work hard. 



During this duration, Liam had additionally taken notice of Zhang Linghua’s performance. 

She was seriously soaking up new understanding to make payments to the business. 

In Liam’s opinion, such employees deserved training. Nevertheless, Flavor Long had actually 

refuted Zhang Linghua’s initiatives and also just saw Zhang Linghua’s good-for-nothing 

side. 

“What you claimed makes sense, yet what have you carried out in the business?” Liam 

asked. 

Flavor Long’s position in the business was really high, as well as he was immersed in the 

uncertain game with his female colleague. He actually didn’t do anything, yet he could not 

refute his capacity. 

When he was about to say, Samuel pressed the door open as well as can be found in. 

Flavor Long frowned. Why was this person still here? He had a great relationship with Liam, 

he was not qualified to interfere in the inner events of the firm. 

 


